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ECONOMIC TRENDj .t!.NU PROS~ECTS 

Rapporteur's Report 

At the sixth session, Comrrdttee I was responsible for examinir~ 

up-to-date trends and futur~ prospects for the economy, as well as the 

influence of recent events upon thE; economic development of the region. Under, 
the chairmanship of Hr. de .tilldrade-Lyra (Brazil), the Committee was formed 

on 2 September by delegates from the following coun.ries: ;,rgentina, Brazil, 

Chile, Cuba, Dowinican Republic, Ecuador, Honduras, Hexi co, Netherlands, 

Nicaragua, Panama, United Kingdom, Uruguay and Venezuela. 

The subjects to be considered by the Committee were divided into follY 

main topics as follows: 

a) produe:,ion trends and the rate of economic development; 

b) fae:'ors affecting the rate of development; 

c) inflation and anti-inflationary policy; and 

d) trends in exports and imports. 

The documents submitted by the secretariat consisted of the Economic 

Slavey of ~ America, ~ (E/eN • 12/3'2/Rev.1) and a study of the 

economic situation of the region uuring the early months of 1955, contained 

lin the 
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in the special issue of the Beono.mic hcview of Latin America. 

During its work, the Committee decided to discuss the subjects mentioned 

above in plenary, without the discussions between them, because of the close 

connexion existing between the various topics subrrutted for consideration. 

In this way, the Conmdttee held 5 meetings. 

Economic trends in 1954 and the early months of 1955 

Based on the above reports submitted by the secretariat, full 

discussion was held of the economic situation of Latin America in 1954 and 

of the factors in recent years which have exerted a negative effect upon 

a continuation of the accelerated rate of growth which existed prior to 1952. 

In the course of the discussions, apart from referring to the gener~l 

situation, the various delegations presented up-to~date economic statistics 

and information on their respective courttries, some of which were aimed at 

c~rrecting the pro~isional figures in the Economic Survey, 1954. Some 

delegations referred to questions of methodology which might imp~ove future 

reports of the secretariat. For exan,ple, one delegation thvught it. 

advisable that a study should be made of the relationship between the terms 

of trade and geogrpahic income, such as that at present made in relation 

to national income, because the difference between the ~wo effects are 

considerable in some countries. A further delegate noted ~hat studies on 

products should include commodities such as sisal, which are very significant 

for the economy of some areas•. Another delegation gave additional details 

on some inaccurate information dealing with the m~rkets for tin, lead and 

zinc; it was suggested that ~uture publications should contain a ~ention 

/of the 
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of the fact that the c~lpaign in sone quarters to obtain hi~h8r tariffs on 

minerals entering the United States had been unsuccess.ful through the 

position adopted by the j,dmini stration in that country. Likewise, this 

delegation felt that, as well as 3hort-terLl capital inve s~ri1ent by Latin 

Americans in the United States, information and statistics should be puolished 

on short-term investment by the United States in Latin &~erica. 

The analysis of the effects of inflation upon economic development was 

also discussed. One delegate analysed in detail the inflation in his 

country, in the light of the section devotea to this subject in the Economic 

Survey, 1954. He explained that the inflation arose from external factors, 

which had exerted an influence since 1931, to which have been added the 

more recent effects of the cond v.orld viar and a new social policy aimed 

at imprfwing the distribution of national income and at raising the 

standard of living nnd productivity of workers. He emphasized how, despite 

the inflation, his country had developed appreciably, but that the inflation 

has been progressing so rapidly thEct at present it is the main anxiety of 

his government •. He added that th(; cullabcrationJf some international 

organizations has been requested and that development progrCLnmes for 

agriculture and transport have been drawn up. Another delegate expressed 

the opinion that the significance assigned by the secretariat to the 

subject of inflation in previous reports :md in the ECODC'mic Survey, 1954, 

represented a real contribution tc the economic development policy of the 

Latin American countries because the effects of inflation were ruinous for 

an economy. 

As regards foreign trade and its relationship to economic development, 

one delegate voiced his anxiety that full importance haa net been devoted 

in the studies to thE; need for raisinc~ exports. He thought that two roads 

flay open 
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lay open to reach balanced development and to solve maladjustments in the 

balance of payments: encourageIaent for exports and import substitution. 

Although the secretari"t reports referred to both, there appeared to be 

greater insistence on th3 latter, which, in his opinion mit~ht lead to 

difficulties. On the same topic of foreign trade, one delegation believed 

that the possibility of entering into multilater'::l.l payraents aGreements with 

European countries would be of value to some Latin I\.merican countries; his 

delegation was interested in the discussions between the governments of 

Brazil, v~estern Germany, the Netherlands ana the United Kingdor:t on the 

subject of inconvertibility. This delegation expressed the hope that 

resolution 47 of the fifth session woulu be implemented, whl:reby the 

secretariat was requested to continue studies of effecting multililteral 

settlements of payments between countries in Latin Arnerica ant in Europe. 

Statistical information. 

In view of the new national statistics made available during this 

session, certain delegCitions consic.ered it advisable to recormnend to 

governments that they designate as soon as possible e,n office or dependency 

responsible for centralizing the required information, so that the data at 

the disposal of the secretariat, when future editions of the annual economic 

survey and other studies are being prepared, may be both as up-to-date and 

complete as possible. On", also recommended that countries 

standardize the elaboration and presentation of economic statistics, 

pilrticularly those relating to national accounts, in order to facilitate their 

comparability. It was also considered that, in performing this task, countries 

should act in accordance with norms recommended by the Statistical Commission 

jof the 
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of the United Nations and Inter~American Statistical Conferences. In effect, 

the delay in obtaining national statistics and other information, as well 

differences in methods of calculatio~ and presentation, have to date acted 

as a drawback to the pre;)aration of eccnomic studies in Latin America, so 

that, in particular, the seHetariat cannot submit the latest available 

data in its rep:;rl.s, without failing to recognize, however, that the 

secretariat, in order to meet the publication deadline for the Annual Economic 

Survey, is always obliged to use provisional statistics and other figures 

based on partial estimates, calculated on its own responsibility. As the 

Executive Secretary explained, the provisional nature of statistics for 

the previous year or years is always explicitly stated in all ECLA studies. 

The Executive Secretary expressed his appreciation of the constructive 

criticism of the reports ana, as always, offered to bear in mind the 

observations expressed tc him and the statistics brought to his attention, 

since improvements in the presentation and analysis of the Latin American 

economic situation is a matter of constant concern. 

These suggestions met with the su:pport of the delegations, because it 

is with their help that attempts are beinb made to rectify former 

'/ 	 differences. In fact, all the delega~ions were agreed upon the urgent need 

! 
; 	 for governments to designate offices or dependencies responsible for 

supplying the secretariat with data and information, providing th~t such 

action would contribute to the content of the secretariat reports being 

the latest and most accurate data from member countries, when submitted 

to the Commission. It should be added, however, that one delegation felt 

that the AnnUal Econorrd_c S...rvey might perhaps first be submitted to the 

Commission in rnimeGgraphed form, so that any new statistical information 

could be incorporated in the printed edition. 

As a result of its deliberatiuns, the Committee unanimously adopted 

/a resolution 
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resolution refers to economic tre~ds and prospects and, after noting with 


satisfaction the documents subrrdtted by the Secretariat, recommends that 


governments improve the sUI,ply of informat:bon and standardize methods in 

the way just described. 

Employment statistics 

One delegation considered that the economic studies of the secretariat 

might well take account of the employment situation in Latin America. Since 

statistics are deficient in this sphere, it was thought useful to suggest to 

governments that they establish or amplify the necessary facilities for 

systematic A.l}(~ timel_y lnforlllation on employment in their respective countries, 

bearing in mind the· reports and standards of thA Illt,prnA.tiol1A.l Labour 

Office ana other sI-Jecialized agencies. In this way the secretariat would 

be able to analyse the labour market situation in its periodic surveys of 

the Latin HlTIdrican economy. This proposal met with the approval of all 

delegations, and resulted in another draft resolution (Document ElcN .121AC.27/7) 

which was adopted unA.nimously and presented to the present plenary meeting. 

I wish to conclude, Fellow Delegates, by emphasizin,~ the cordial spirit 

of understanding and goodwill which existed at all the meetings of Committee 

I, and by recognizing the real co-operation of all its members so that 

the work with which it was ch~rged could be happily completed. In 

particular, I believe I am expressing the opinion of all my collcclgues by 

acknowledging the efficiency and tact of our Chairman in guiding the 

discussions and by recognizing the assistance offered by the secretariat. 


